Abstract. We provide the first counterexamples to Neggers' 1978 conjecture and Stembridge's 1997 conjecture that the generating functions for descents and peaks in the linear extensions of naturally labeled posets should have all real zeros. We also provide minimum-sized counterexamples to a generalization of the Neggers conjecture due to Stanley that was recently disproved by Brändén.
Introduction
Given a partial ordering P of [n] = {1, . . . , n}, let L(P ) denote the set of linear extensions of P ; i.e., the set of permutations w = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) of [n] such that if i ≺ j in P , then i precedes j in w. For each linear extension w, we let d(w) := |{i : w i > w i+1 }|, Λ(w) := |{i : w i−1 < w i > w i+1 }| denote the number of descents and peaks in w, respectively. (Note that we use "≺" for the order relation of P , whereas "<" is reserved for the usual total ordering of the integers.)
We say that P is naturally labeled if i ≺ j implies i < j for all i and j. In 1978, Neggers [N] conjectured that if P is naturally labeled, then the polynomial W P (t) :=
should have all real zeros. Subsequently in 1986, Stanley conjectured that the hypothesis of natural labeling should be unnecessary; i.e., that the W -polynomial of every partial ordering of [n] should have all real zeros. This conjecture seems to have been first mentioned in print by Brenti [Br] . The conjectures of Neggers and Stanley have attracted widespread attention, including numerous papers providing partial or supporting results (e.g., see [B1] , [B2] , [Br] , [G] , [RW] , [Si] , and [W] ). Also, in 1997 we developed a theory of "enriched P -partitions" [St] in which the distribution of peaks in L(P ), and a variation of the W -polynomial, viz., W P (t) := play a significant role. In particular, we conjectured that all zeros of W P (t) should be real, and confirmed this conjecture and the Neggers-Stanley conjecture for all partial orderings on 7 vertices, and all natural partial orderings on 8 vertices. However, Petter Brändén recently discovered a family of counterexamples to Stanley's conjecture [B3] . Specifically, the posets P = P m,n consisting of the two chains 1 ≺ 2 ≺ · · · ≺ m, m + 1 ≺ m + 2 ≺ · · · ≺ m + n, together with the "unnatural" relation m + 1 ≺ m produce W -polynomials with nonreal zeros provided that m and n are sufficiently large. In particular, Brändén notes that P 11,11 has this property.
These counterexamples inspired us to conduct a systematic computer search for W -polynomials with nonreal zeros among the partially ordered sets that are narrow in the sense that their vertices may be partitioned into two chains. Note that by Dilworth's Theorem, a poset is narrow if and only if it has no antichain of 3 elements.
Our search has revealed that there exist naturally labeled narrow posets on 17 vertices whose W -polynomials have nonreal zeros (and none smaller), thereby disproving Neggers' original conjecture. For example, the W -polynomial of the poset in Figure 1 is
and this polynomial has a conjugate pair of zeros near t = −1.858844 ± 0.149768i. In a second search, we discovered that the smallest narrow counterexamples for Stanley's conjecture (i.e., arbitrarily labeled posets whose W -polynomials have nonreal zeros) have 10 vertices. For example, the W -polynomial of the poset in Figure 2 is 11t 2 + 42t 3 + 50t 4 + 18t 5 + t 6 , and this polynomial has a pair of zeros near t = −0.614039 ± 0.044227i. It would be interesting to know if the narrow counterexamples we have found are the smallest counterexamples among all posets. In this direction, we have confirmed by computer search that there are no counterexamples to the Stanley conjecture with 9 vertices, so the 10-vertex counterexamples are minimal among all posets, but there could be other 10-vertex counterexamples that are not narrow. Furthermore, we have also checked that there are no counterexamples to the Neggers conjecture on 10 vertices. Note that there are roughly 4.7 × 10 7 isomorphism classes of posets with 11 vertices, and 4.5 × 10 15 with 16 vertices (for exact counts, see the work of Brinkmann and McKay [BM] ).
Turning now to W -polynomials, let P + denote the partial ordering of [n + 1] obtained by adjoining 0 to P as a minimum element, and then shifting the vertex labels by 1.
Proposition 1.1. If the vertices of P can be partitioned into two naturally labeled chains, then
. Given a partition of P into two naturally labeled chains, every w ∈ L(P ) may be partitioned into two increasing subsequences. Every descent in w + is therefore preceded by an ascent (in particular, note that there is always an ascent in the first position), and thus participates in a peak. Hence, Λ(w
It is easy to see that the posets in Figures 1 and 2 , as well as Brändén's posets P m,n , can each be partitioned into two naturally labeled chains. Thus, by adjoining minimum elements, one may produce an 11-vertex counterexample and an 18-vertex naturally labeled counterexample to our 1997 conjecture that all zeros of W -polynomials should be real. We have also confirmed by computer search that these counterexamples are of minimum size within their respective categories (i.e., narrow posets and naturally labeled narrow posets whose W -polynomials have nonreal zeros).
In the remainder of this paper, we present an algorithm for computing Wpolynomials and W -polynomials that runs in polynomial time on narrow posets (Section 2), introduce a subtle equivalence relation ("shift-equivalence") on partial orderings of [n] that preserves the W -polynomial up to powers of t (Section 4), describe some special structural features that simplify the problem of efficiently searching through isomorphism classes of narrow posets (Section 5), and provide more details about the search results (Section 6). In the final section, we discuss possible directions for future research in this area.
The programs we used to conduct the searches, as well as detailed listings of the results, are available at: www.math.lsa.umich.edu/ ∼ jrs/data/pocon/.
Order polynomials and equivalence of labelings
The order polynomial of the poset P , denoted Ω P , may be defined by the property that for integers m 0, Ω P (m) is the number of maps f :
Similarly, the enriched order polynomial of P , denoted Ω P , may be defined by the property that Ω P (m) is the number of maps f :
Among the basic consequences of the theory of P -partitions are the identities
The first of these is due to Stanley [S] ; the second is due to Stembridge [St] .
These identities are important for both conceptual and computational reasons. We declare a partial ordering Q of [n] to be equivalent to P if there is a poset isomorphism π : P → Q such that for each covering relation i ≺ j in P , we have
In particular, all natural labelings in the isomorphism class of P are equivalent.
It is clear from the definitions that if P and Q are equivalent, then they have the same ordinary and enriched order polynomials, and hence by (2.3) and (2.4), the same W -polynomials and W -polynomials.
Note that one may define an acyclic orientation of the covering relation of P by replacing each covering pair i ≺ j with the arc i ← j (if i < j) or i → j (if i > j). In these terms, two posets are equivalent if and only if there is an orientationpreserving poset isomorphism between them. Since every acyclic orientation of the covering relation arises in this fashion, one sees that there is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of posets isomorphic to P and Aut(P )-orbits of acyclic orientations of the covering relation of P .
Turning to the computational side, the algorithms we use to calculate W P (t) and W P (t) are based on (2.3) and (2.4), and have running times that are polynomial functions of the number of order ideals (i.e., downward-closed subposets) of P . It is easy to show that a narrow poset whose vertices may be split into chains whose cardinalities are k and n − k has at most (k + 1)(n − k + 1) = O(n 2 ) order ideals and n k linear extensions. The latter grows exponentially near k = n/2, so these algorithms run in polynomial time on narrow posets and are exponentially faster (in the worst case) than any algorithms based on the definitions of W P (t) and W P (t) as sums over L(P ). Note that a general n-vertex poset may have as many as n! linear extensions but at most 2 n order ideals, so our preferred algorithms are exponentially faster in the (worst) general case as well.
To describe the algorithms, we first introduce the following pair of relations on the set of order ideals of a given partial ordering P of a finite set of integers. Given two order ideals I and J such that I ⊆ J, we define
Thus, if I J, then J − I is naturally labeled as a subposet of P , and if I J, then J − I is dually natural. Now define polynomials Z P (t) and Z P (t) via the recurrences
and the initial conditions Z ∅ (t) = Z ∅ (t) = 1.
The algorithm implicit in the recurrence for Z P (t) involves a quadratic number of polynomial additions and a linear number of coefficient-shifts as a function of the number of order ideals of P . On the other hand, the recurrence for Z P (t) appears to be cubic in the number of order ideals; however, if we introduce the auxiliary polynomials
so the polynomials A P (t) and Z P (t) may be computed simultaneously using at most a quadratic number of polynomial additions and a linear number of shifts.
Once Z P (t) or Z P (t) has been computed, a change of variable yields W P (t) or W P (t):
Proof. If N P (k) and N P (k) are the coefficients of t k in Z P (t) and Z P (t), then
for all posets P and all k > 0, and
is the number of surjective maps f : P → [k] satisfying (2.1), and N P (k) is the number of semi-surjective maps f : P → [2k] satisfying (2.2), where "semi-surjective" means that the range of f includes 2i − 1 or 2i for each i = 1, . . . , k.
On the other hand, by choosing the range of a map first, one sees that
so (2.3) and the Binomial Theorem imply (a), whereas (2.4) implies
In this case, the transformation t → (1 − u)/(1 + u) yields (b).
Sums, duals, and complements
The ordinal sum of two posets I and J with disjoint vertex sets, denoted I ⊕ J, is the partial ordering of I ∪ J formed by the relations of I and J, together with the relations i ≺ j for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J. We say that a nonempty poset P is irreducible if it is not expressible as the ordinal sum of proper subposets of P ; every poset is uniquely decomposable as an ordinal sum of zero or more irreducible posets.
The following factorizations are immediate consequences of the observation that the linear extensions of P ⊕ Q are the concatenations of linear extensions of P and Q. 
In addition, if I ⊕ {i} ⊕ J is naturally labeled, then
Let us declare P to be an NRZ-poset (or simply NRZ) if W P (t) has nonreal zeros. Similarly, we say that P is an NRZ-poset if W P (t) has nonreal zeros.
Corollary 3.2. (a) A minimum-sized NRZ-poset has no internal singleton components. (b) A minimum-sized NRZ-poset has no consecutive internal singleton components. (c) A minimum-sized naturally labeled NRZ-poset is irreducible. (d) A minimum-sized naturally labeled NRZ-poset is either irreducible, or of
the form P + for some irreducible P .
Given a partial ordering P of [n], the dual P * is obtained by reversing the relations of P (so i ≺ j in P if and only if i j in P * ) and the complement P c is obtained by replacing i → n + 1 − i (so i ≺ j in P if and only if n + 1 − i ≺ n + 1 − j in P c ). Note that P c is isomorphic to P , but in general not equivalent to P ; the acyclic orientation corresponding to P c is obtained by reversing the orientation corresponding to P .
The following identities are immediate from the definitions; we omit the proofs.
Thus, if P is an NRZ-poset, then so are P * and P c , and if P is a naturally labeled NRZ-poset, then so is P * c . Similarly, if P is an NRZ-poset, then so is P * . In general, there is no simple relationship between W P c (t) and W P (t).
Shift-equivalence of labeled posets
Let P and Q be partial orderings of [n] , and assume temporarily that both posets have maximum and minimum elements. We say that P and Q are shift-equivalent if there is a poset isomorphism π : P → Q and a shift map ε : P → Z such that for all covering relations i ≺ j in P , we have Note that the shift map ε is unique up to translation by a constant. Indeed, once ε(i) is known, then the above relation determines ε(j) for each j covering i in P . The value of the shift is defined to be ε(1 P ) − ε(0 P ), where 0 P and 1 P denote the minimum and maximum elements of P . The uniqueness of ε implies that the value of the shift is intrinsic to π.
An example of two shift-equivalent posets and a corresponding shift map of value 1 appears in Figure 3 . (Thick edges indicate covering pairs i ≺ j such that i > j.)
If P and Q are equivalent, then they are also shift-equivalent via the zero shift map. 
Proof. (a) It is clear that shift-equivalence is reflexive. For symmetry, note that if (π, ε) :
) is a shift-equivalence from Q to P . For transitivity, suppose that (π, ε) : P ×P → Q×Z and (σ, δ) : Q × Q → R × Z are shift-equivalences. We claim that γ = ε + δ • π is a valid shift map for the poset isomorphism σ • π : P → R. Given that i ≺ j is a covering relation of P , there are eight cases to check, depending on whether
i < j, π(i) < π(j), and σ(π(i)) < σ(π(j)). For example, if i < j, π(i) > π(j), and σ(π(i)) < σ(π(j)), then ε(j) − ε(i) = 1, δ(π(j)) − δ(π(i)) = −1, and γ(j) = γ(i),
as required by (4.1). The remaining seven cases are similarly easy and left to the reader.
(b) Let (π, ε) : P × P → Q × Z be a shift-equivalence of value k. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ε(0 P ) = 0 and ε(1 P ) = k. If f : P → [m] is one of the maps counted by Ω P (m) (see (2.1)), we claim that f = (ε + f ) • π −1 is one of the maps counted by Ω Q (m + k). Indeed, for each covering relation i ≺ j in P (or equivalently, π(i) ≺ π(j) in Q), we see that i < j and π(i) > π(j) imply ε(j) − ε(i) = 1 and f (i) f (j), and hence f (π(i)) < f (π(j)). Similarly, i > j and π(i) < π(j) imply ε(j) − ε(i) = −1 and f (i) < f(j), and hence f (π(i)) f (π(j)). The remaining possibilities are that i < j and π(i) < π(j), or i > j and π(i) > π(j); either way, we have ε(j) = ε(i), so f (π(i)) f (π(j)) in the first case and f (π(i)) < f (π(j)) in the second. In particular, having established that f : Q → Z is order-preserving, it follows that The transformation f → f is clearly injective, so we have Ω P (m) Ω Q (m + k) for all integers m, following the convention that Ω P (−r) = Ω Q (−r) = 0 for r > 0. By symmetry, there is also a shift-equivalence Q → P of value −k, so equality occurs; i.e., Ω P (m) = Ω Q (m + k) for all integers m. The result now follows from (2.3).
Remark 4.2. (a) If P is a partial ordering of [n] that (possibly) lacks a maximum or minimum element, letP denote the partial ordering of [n + 2] obtained by renumbering the vertices of {0} ⊕ P ⊕ {n + 1} via the rule i → i + 1. We may define two such posets P and Q to be shift-equivalent ifP andQ are shift-equivalent in the original sense. Bearing in mind that WP (t) = W P (t), the above theorem remains valid in this more general setting.
(b) It is easy to check that a poset P is "sign-graded" in the sense of Brändén [B2] if and only if P is shift-equivalent to its complement P c .
(c) We do not know of an analogue of shift-equivalence for W -polynomials, although in the theory of enriched P -partitions, one knows that W P (t) = W Q (t) whenever P and Q are "weakly equivalent" (see Section 2.3 of [St] ).
(d) A simple operation on equivalence classes of posets that preserves the Wpolynomial may be based on the observation that the peak set of a permutation of [n] is invariant when the elements 1 and 2 are interchanged. If P is a partial ordering of [n] , and i ← j is an arc such that i has outdegree 0 and j has outdegree 1 in the acyclic orientation corresponding to the equivalence class of P , then we may renumber the vertices so that i = 1 and j = 2 without changing the equivalence class. In that case, interchanging 1 and 2 will reverse the orientation of one arc, but does not change the W -polynomial.
The structure of narrow posets
The irreducible narrow posets are especially nice.
Proposition 5.1. If P is irreducible and narrow, then there is a unique partition of the vertices into two chains (or P consists of a single vertex). Furthermore, both chains are necessarily maximal.
Proof. Suppose that P is the union of (nonempty) chains C 1 and C 2 . The two chains must necessarily be disjoint; otherwise, an element i in their intersection would be comparable to every element of P , and P would be the ordinal sum of the subposets formed by {j : j ≺ i}, {i}, and {j : j i}. However, at least two of these subposets must be nonempty, contradicting the irreducibility of P .
It follows that both chains must be maximal; otherwise, if C 1 could be enlarged by the addition of an element from C 2 , we could express P as the union of two overlapping chains. In particular, the minimum elements of C 1 and C 2 must be incomparable.
Given another partition of P into chains, say C 1 ∪ C 2 , let us relabel them if necessary so that C 1 and C 1 share the same minimum element. It cannot be the case that C 1 ⊂ C 1 , or C 1 would not be maximal. Hence, there must be a covering pair i 1 ≺ j 1 in C 1 such that i 1 ∈ C 1 and j 1 ∈ C 2 . The next element j 2 above i 1 in C 1 and the next element i 2 below j 1 in C 2 must therefore both be elements of C 2 (and both exist, or else either the maximum or minimum elements of C 1 and C 2 would be comparable.)
We must also have i 2 ≺ j 2 ; otherwise, i 1 ≺ j 2 ≺ i 2 ≺ j 1 and we contradict the fact that C 1 is maximal. Furthermore, the relation i 2 ≺ j 2 must be a cover;
(contradicting the maximality of C 1 ). Thus, each of i 1 and i 2 are covered by j 1 and j 2 , so P is the ordinal sum of the subposets formed by {j : j i 1 or j i 2 } and {j : j j 1 or j j 2 }, a contradiction.
Remark 5.2. Although it will not be needed in what follows, it is noteworthy that the number of isomorphism classes of irreducible narrow posets with n > 1 vertices is
if n is odd,
where C n = (2n)!/(n + 1)! n! denotes the nth Catalan number. Consequently, the generating series for isomorphism classes of all narrow posets is (
We define an irreducible narrow poset to be of type (m, n) if the chains in the unique two-chain partition of the vertices have cardinalities m n 0. In particular, a singleton has type (1, 0). More generally, we say that a narrow poset has type ((m 1 , n 1 ) , . . . , (m l , n l )) if its irreducible components have these types (in this order).
Corollary 5.3. If P is irreducible and narrow, then P has at most one nontrivial automorphism; in that case, P is necessarily of type (m, m) for some m, and the automorphism interchanges the members of the chains in the two-chain partition of P .
If P is irreducible of type (m, n), then (up to isomorphism) we may assume that the unique two-chain partition of P is given by
and the remaining covering relations i ≺ j in P involve pairs (i, j) ∈ C m,n , where
Furthermore, since any subset of the covering relation of a poset is the covering relation of another poset, it follows that the set of irreducible narrow posets whose chain partition is (5.1) may be viewed as a simplicial complex ∆(m, n) over the ground set C m,n . More generally, fix a type µ = ((m 1 , n 1 ) , . . . , (m l , n l )) and a poset P µ = P 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ P l , where P i is a disjoint union of chains of type (m i , n i ) (or a singleton, if (m i , n i ) = (1, 0) ). A consequence of Proposition 5.1 is that every narrow poset of type µ has a unique subposet isomorphic to P µ , and by (again) identifying posets with their covering relations, one sees that the product complex
is the simplicial complex of all narrow posets of type µ that contain P µ as a subposet. Moreover, the number of times a given isomorphism class of narrow posets of type µ is represented in ∆(µ) is the index of the stabilizer subgroup of this class in Aut(P µ ); this latter group has order 2 k , where k = k(µ) := |{i : m i = n i }|. Now define a rooted tree structure on ∆(µ) by declaring P µ to be the root object, and for all other posets P in ∆(µ), the parent of P is defined to be the poset whose covering relation is obtained by deleting the first covering relation in P that is not in P µ , relative to some fixed total ordering of the ground set of potential covering pairs.
We are able to efficiently search through the narrow posets of type µ by implementing a depth-first search through this spanning tree. The main technical issue for any depth-first search of a tree that is too large to be stored in its entirety is the problem of generating the children of a given object from local data. In our case, this is relatively easy: after arriving at a poset P for the first time, we generate the list of all potential covering pairs (i, j) that precede the first covering pair of P in the chosen total order and check to see whether the relation i ≺ j, 1. conflicts with any existing relation of P , 2. would destroy the covering status of some existing relation in P , or 3. would destroy the irreducibility of some existing component of P . The list of pairs that survive tests 1-3 correspond to the children of P ; we add this list to a stack of lists. If the child-list of P is nonempty, we delete the first item on it, move to the corresponding poset, and continue the search; if the child-list is empty, we delete it from the stack, backtrack to the parent of P , and continue deleting and backtracking until we reach an ancestor with a nonempty child-list. We then delete the first item on its child-list, move to the corresponding poset, and resume the search. The search ends when the stack is empty.
To avoid processing isomorphic copies of the same poset during a search of ∆(µ), we identify in advance a set of generators for Aut(P µ ). If a given poset P is not the lexicographically first member of its Aut(P µ )-orbit, then we may skip any testing of P . This requires comparing P against at most k(µ) other posets; often, k(µ) will be 0.
The search results
Recall from Section 2 that the equivalence classes of labelings of a given poset P correspond to acyclic orientations of the covering relation. Furthermore, the labeling of P influences the computation of W P (t) and W P (t) only through the relations and on the order ideals of P , and it is easy to recover and from a given acyclic orientation. Thus, to test whether some relabeling of P is (say) an NRZ-poset, we first generate in advance the list of all order ideals of P , and run a search through all orientations of the covering relation of P , rejecting those orientations that produce cycles. Each acyclic orientation induces relations and on the pre-stored set of order ideals, from which we compute the corresponding W -polynomial via the algorithm of Section 2, and test the result for nonreal zeros using Sturm's Theorem (e.g., see [K, p. 416] ). Note that for NRZ-posets, we may save a factor of 2 by fixing the orientation of one covering pair in P , relying on the fact that the complement of an NRZ-poset is also NRZ (Proposition 3.3).
With this in mind, we searched for a minimum-sized narrow NRZ-poset on n vertices for each n 10 (roughly) as follows. First, we generated the type vectors of all narrow n-vertex posets, discarding those types µ that have internal singletons (Corollary 3.2(a)), as well as those for which the dual type precedes µ in lexicographic order. (By Proposition 3.3, one need not check both P and P * .) We then ran a search through the isomorphism classes of narrow posets of the remaining types via the algorithm described in the previous section. For each isomorphism class representative P , we then searched for NRZ-posets among the relabelings of P as above.
According to the results of the search, there are exactly 48 equivalence classes of narrow NRZ-posets on 10 vertices, and none smaller. Of these, there are 24 classes up to complementation (i.e., no equivalence class is self-complementary). These 24 classes may be grouped into four shift-equivalence classes, in two of which the underlying poset is self-dual. Representatives from three of the shift-equivalence classes are displayed in Figure 4 ; the dual of the one on the right represents the fourth class. From left to right, their W -polynomials are
We then searched for minimum-sized NRZ-posets on n 11 vertices by essentially the same method, the main modification being that we may discard only those type vectors µ that include two consecutive internal singletons (Corollary 3.2(b)). Note also that since the W -polynomial of a poset and its complement are unrelated in general, we may not fix in advance the orientation of an arbitrarily chosen covering pair.
In this case, we found that there are 10 equivalence classes of narrow NRZ-posets with 11 vertices, and none smaller. Of these, there are five classes up to duality, but only two distinct W -polynomials occur among these five classes. Representatives from two of the classes are displayed in Figure 5 , and their W -polynomials (in Representatives of the remaining classes may be obtained (up to duality) by interchanging vertices 1 and 3 in both examples, or by interchanging 1 and 2 in the first example; the fact that these interchanges preserve the W -polynomial is explained in Remark 4.2(d).
For naturally labeled posets, the search constraints are considerably simpler: the natural labelings of a poset form a single equivalence class, so we need to compute only one W -polynomial or W -polynomial for each isomorphism class. Furthermore, by Corollary 3.2(c), we may restrict the search for a minimum-sized naturally labeled narrow NRZ poset to those that are irreducible. We may also restrict the analogous search for NRZ-posets to irreducible types, bearing in mind that by Proposition 1.1 and Corollary 3.2(d), this omits potentially minimal examples of the form P + , where P is NRZ. We found that there are 58 isomorphism classes of narrow posets on 17 vertices whose natural labelings are NRZ, and none smaller. These isomorphism classes may be naturally divided into two groups of 29 so that: (1) the posets within each group are all closely related to each other, and (2) the two groups are dual to each other. Figure 6 illustrates the similarity within one of the two groups: there are representatives from each of the 29 posets in this class that include all of the relations indicated by solid edges, and the remaining covering relations in each of the posets involve 2, 3, 4, or 5 of the dashed edges. For example, the poset in Figure 1 is isomorphic to the poset generated by the relations 3 ≺ 6, 5 ≺ 8, 7 ≺ 10, 9 ≺ 12, and 11 ≺ 14, together with the solid-edge relations in Figure 6 . A complete list of these posets and their W -polynomials is available at the web site mentioned in the introduction.
Finally, we searched for naturally labeled narrow NRZ-posets on 17 vertices and found none, so we conclude that there are no naturally labeled narrow NRZposets that are smaller than the 58 one obtains by adjoining minimum elements to the naturally labeled narrow NRZ-posets on 17 vertices. However, there could also be naturally labeled narrow NRZ-posets on 18 vertices that are not of this form.
